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Armando Miravalls Bové (Barcelona, 1916 – 1978) 
“Pedrucho of Eibar and his gang” 
Oil on canvas 
82’68 H by 108’27 W inches 

“Neither in Spanish dance nor in bulls does anyone have fun; the 
goblin takes care of suffering through drama, on living forms, and 
prepares the stairs for an escape from the surrounding reality. ” 
Words pronounced by Federico García Lorca that speak of life as 
tragedy and bullfighting as a faithful reflection of it. The tragic hero 
is embodied in Pedro Basauri Pedrucho, whom Ernest Hemingway 
saw bullfighting in Barcelona in 1937 during the civil war. Brave but 
not defiant, with his eyes fixed on the task that awaits him and not 
on us, Pedrucho is portrayed with his faithful crew, those who will 
have to face a fate that is still uncertain. 
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Exhibitions and Provenance:  

II Bienal Hispanoamericana of Art in La Habana in 1954. 

For the following two years, thanks to the ministry of culture of the 
different countries of the continent, the exhibition travelled all 
around Hispanoamerica, being exhibited in the Fine Art Museum of 
Caracas (Venezuela), in Lima (Peru),in Buenos Aires (Venezuela), in 
Miami (Florida) among others museums.  

Exhibited in the famous Art Gallery Velazquez in Buenos Aires in 1956 

Private collection in Buenos Aires 1956-2000 

Private collection in Spain 2000-2019 
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 Description and formal analysis 

In this monumental collective portrait appears the bullfighter 
Pedrucho wrapped by his gang: three banderilleros, the rejoneador, 
the picador and the swordsman. All of them are arranged around 
him in a composition organized as a frieze, neat but naturalistic, with 
the six members of the gang forming a kind of semicircle around the 
figure. The protagonist, in fact, focuses all our attention by being 
directly illuminated, under a spotlight that only affects his 
companions. Everyone looks at us, although Pedrucho’s gaze seems 
to go further, focused on the impending task, on the ever uncertain 
destination. With a strong and brave step, standing on himself, 
Pedrucho shows himself to the spectator as he would before the 
bull: facing us, with the shoulders and hips aligned, facing the 
spectator and taking a step forward. Determined but not in a hurry, 
with a dominant attitude of exuberant masculinity, he is the tragic 
hero incarnate. 

His companions are also portrayed with mastery, their faces 
reflecting the hardness of their trade and the courage of their souls. 
Strong men, somewhat arrogant even, completely determined and 
prepared for the fight, willing and at the same time calm. Among 
them captivates our attention a face of intense gaze fixed on us, 
which does not hesitate; This is the flag that closes the composition 
on the left side. His face is superbly modeled, and his entire figure 
captures the light with a marked and elegant caravaggist 
chiaroscuro. 

All are already prepared for the paseíllo, starting with the bullfighter, 
who is wearing montera, a pure-colored cape (light blue) ritually 
knotted to the body and a green light suit with embroideries, 
emeralds and gold sequins. Next to him the three banderilleros with 
pomegranate silver suits, rosewood and shelter for the youngest, all 
with cape and montera. The rejoneador, who closes the composition 
on the right, wears a country suit. After Pedrucho, the picador 
appears with the traditional castoreño, with decorated silver jacket 
and boots with “mona”. Finally we guess the shadow-wrapped figure 
of the swordsman, however skillfully highlighted by the painter 
thanks to the point of light of the white scarf knotted to his neck. 
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On a formal level, the way of presenting the characters, full-length 
against a neutral background, illuminated by a chiaroscuro light, of  
multiple focuses, whose origin we do not see, stands out. It is an 
effectistic, solemn and dramatic scenographic resource, inherited by 
Miravalls from the great masters of the Spanish baroque, especially 
Velázquez and Zurbarán. The figures thus emerge from the gloom in 
a naturalistic but at the same time symbolic way, being Pedrucho 
the absolute center, directly illuminated, capturing our attention 
completely. 

Chromatism is also contrasted, reinforcing this plastic spatial 
construction of Baroque heritage; on the dark background, yellows 
and reds, gold and silver of the suits, grana like blood, fine socks of 
pink silk, purisima (the color of María) for the hood of the matador, 
green-hope for his suit. Miravalls not only composes an amazing 
palette of rich and deep colors, but through it builds an authentic 
metaphor for the fight. In their colors the bravery and the passion of 
bullfighting are translated, the dance, the excitement after the 
triumph and the passion of the bullfighter are evoked. In his game of 
chiaroscuro the mystery is evoked, the fight of man in front of the 
beast, the dance of death or, as Lorca would describe it, an art of 
death that is an art of life. 

On a technical level, on the other hand, it is a painting of great 
plasticity: the brushstroke is thick and pasty, recreating in the reliefs 
and qualities of the fabrics and embroidery of the suits. The light 
vibrates in the sequins, and the glazes and accumulations of pictorial 
material perfectly reflect the contrasts of textures, the reflections 
that adorn the rich costumes. It reveals the wise and precise hand of 
Miravalls, who manages to put the technique at the service of 
expressiveness, preciousness endowed with a deep aesthetic, 
philosophical meaning. 

It is, therefore, a work perfectly framed within the academicism of 
the time, refined technique, careful aesthetics and supreme 
elegance. The painter does not let our eyes get distracted; the 
monumentality and the greatness the bullfighters is trickster. 
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Armando Miravalls Bové 

One of the most prominent references of Catalan academic painting 
of the twentieth century, Armando Miravalls developed his training 
in Barcelona, as a disciple of Ernesto Santasusagna and the School of 
La Lonja, and exhibited his work for the first time in his hometown, in 
1942 He was first and foremost a magnificent portraitist, although he 
also cultivated the landscape, still life and figure. He was professor of 
color and professor at the School of Fine Arts of Sant Jordi in 
Barcelona. He attended various group exhibitions and competitions, 
being awarded the City Hall Award at the “Sport in Fine Arts” 
Biennial, with first prize at the Villa de Palamós painting contest 
(1968) and at the Seville Autumn Exhibition ( 1971). He also made 
multiple individual exhibitions in Spain and abroad, such as the one 
held at the Velázquez gallery in Buenos Aires in 1954 or, in Barcelona, 
in the famous La Pinacoteca room in 1966. In 1995, an anthological 
exhibition was dedicated to him at the Palau Moja from Barcelona. 
Especially noteworthy are the portraits that are preserved today in 
the Rectorship of the University of Barcelona: those of the 
archaeologist Pere Bosch, the philosopher and politician Jaume 
Serra and the chemist Francisco Buscaons. 
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    Armando Miravalls posing in front of his painting 

Given that the bullfighter Pedrucho retired from the ring in 1939, we 
can deduce that this collective portrait corresponds to the youth 
stage of Miravalls, who would turn 23 that year. Despite his few years, 
the painter already shows in this first era superb technical 
management, as well as the wisdom of a mature painter when 
composing the scene and, especially, of portraying his models. 

Pedro Basauri Paguaga, Pedrucho  

Born in the Basque town of Éibar on November 30, 1893, two years 
later his family will move to Barcelona, where his father worked as a 
master gunsmith. Contrary to the wishes of his family, who wanted 
him to continue the family trade, young Pedro decided very soon 
that he wanted to be a bullfighter. He will step on a ring for the first 
time in a comic bullfighting show in the Plaza de la Barceloneta, and 
after leaving on the shoulders of a bullfight in his native Éibar he 
debuted in 1914 in the Las Arenas square in Barcelona. That day 
Pedrucho is enshrined as the best bullfighter of the moment, and 
starts a career that will last three decades and that will even take 
him to the movies. Shortly after he succeeds in the Plaza de La  
Maestranza in Seville, where he is cheered, admired to such an 
extent that he will be baptized by the press as the Messiah of 
bullfighting. His successes will be repeated in the most important 
squares in Spain, and finally he receives the alternative as a killer in 
1923, from Julián Sainz Saleri II. A year later we found him on a tour 
abroad, fighting in Italy, Hungary, Egypt and America. 
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           Pedrucho (on the left) next to Manolete in Éibar 

His fame went beyond the arena, and in fact in the early twenties 
Pedrucho will participate in several films, blockbusters that will lead 
the French producer Henry Vorins to count on him for The tragedy of 
a bullfighter (1922), film based in a text by Téophile Gautier. The 
impact of this film was such that the same producer will direct 
Pedrucho (1924), starring the bullfighter himself. After this milestone 
he will depart from the cinema for several decades, although he will 
resume his acting career after the war, participating in films such as 
the notable 1967 western spaghetti I lunghi giorni della vendetta, 
directed by Florestano Vancini. 

In 1928, however, tragedy hits the brilliant bullfighter; during a run in 
Marseille, his brother Martín dies, who participated as a banderillero 
in his crew. A year later, at a charity festival in memory of it, Pedrucho 
suffers a serious wound that puts him on the verge of death.  

However, he recovers and continues to fight; in 1937 he was the 
alternative godfather of Silvino Zafón Niño de la Estrella in front of 
the eyes of Ernest Hemingway, who was among the public. 

Pedrucho bullfighting the 2nd of June of 1928 
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With the arrival of the civil war, however, his interventions will 
diminish, and in 1939 he will be reprimanded by the fascists, who will 
not recognize his status as a bullfighter. He will then retire from the 
ring to focus on the direction of the Bullfighting School of Barcelona, 
which he had founded himself. Known to everyone in his city, who 
had three bullring, on September 21, 1978 Pedrucho will die in 
Barcelona at 80 years of age. 

Historic context 

After the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera (1923-1930) supported by 
King Alfonso XIII, which ended the previous liberal regime, serious 
social and political conflicts led to the proclamation of the Second 
Spanish Republic in 1931. This democratic regime will be extended 
until 1939, the year in which the end of the Civil War gave way to the 
fascist dictatorship of Francisco Franco. The republican period will 
begin with the Provisional Government stage, between April and 
December 1931, during which a new Constitution was approved and 
the first reforms began. Until the outbreak of the war in 1936  
following the failed attempted coup by the army, the history of the 
Second Republic will be marked by confrontation between parties. 
Socialists, Republicans, Catholic right and anarchists defended 
reforms and rectifications of these, reaching an authentic social 
revolution in 1934 following the anarchist and socialist insurrection. 
The final period of the republican stage in peacetime is marked by 
the victory in the elections of the left-wing coalition known as the 
Popular Front, of a moderate reformist program, which however will 
only manage to govern in peace for five months, because of the 
coup. 

During the war, three mandates (Republicans of the left and 
socialists) followed each other until, in early March 1939, the coup 
d’etat of Colonel Casado put an end to the Republican resistance 
giving way to the victory of the rebel group headed by General 
Franco. The fascist troops then occupied Madrid, Valencia and the 
areas of central and southern Spain that were still in republican 
hands, ending the war and the Second Spanish Republic. 

On a cultural level, however, the first third of the twentieth century, 
lengthening until the beginning of the war, is known as the Spanish 
Silver Age, taking as reference the Golden Age that was the 
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seventeenth century. It was a time of important cultural flowering; In 
literature, the loss of the last colonies of the Spanish Empire and the 
consequent crisis of conscience brought together the brilliant 
authors of the Generation of 98: Antonio Machado, Miguel de 
Unamuno and Ramón del Valle-Inclán, among others. Writers of 
clear ideas, renovators of Spanish letters and at the same time heirs 
of realism and naturalism of the nineteenth century. After the 
outbreak of World War I, the aesthetic revolution continues with 
Juan Ramón Jiménez and the philosopher José Ortega y Gasset. 
They prepare the ground for what will be the definitive literary 
renewal, in the 20s: the Generation of 27, with Federico García Lorca 
at the helm. The Spanish cultural renaissance of these decades also 
occurred in music, painting and cinema. Manuel de Falla in music, 
Luis Buñuel in the cinema and, in painting, Pablo Picasso, Salvador 
Dalí, Joan Miró and many others. 

With the arrival of the Republic, intellectuals and artists commit 
themselves politically and participate, in fact, in the march of the 
government. This period favored the processes of secularization and 
socialization of culture, with projects such as the theater group La 
Barraca, directed by Lorca, which brought theatrical performances of 
the first order to the peoples of Spain. With the outbreak of war, 
however, the cultural wealth of the Republic vanishes; It is the end of 
the Silver Age and the beginning of the long Franco convalescence 
(1939-1975). 

School 

During the first quarter of the twentieth century, a pictorial trend of 
formal academic heritage and customary tone was developed in 
Spain, a painting focused on eminently rural everyday themes that 
sought to represent in a beautiful way – or rather lyrical – the 
different life aspects. It is a realistic, accurate and true realistic 
painting in his way of representing the scenes, which portrays a 
Spain in danger of extinction, traditions and types that are already 
disappearing with the arrival of modernity. Perhaps a remnant of the 
romantic era, although mixed with certain nationalist ideologies that 
begin to gain strength in these first years of the century, these 
painters claim their own cultural traditions, the Spanish individuality  
within the new European context, through manifestly oriented 
themes towards traditionally Hispanic cultural values. 

Up to a point, the painters’ concern was to deepen their country’s 
vision through a language, that of painting, that everyone could 
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understand, thus helping the plain people understand the nature 
and meaning of their nationality , especially as it had manifested in  

the recent past, still alive in the memory of the elders. It involved, 
therefore, the task of integrating a new reality with the already 
familiar. Sometimes such reality was painted because of how 
interesting it was in itself, or because it was entertaining. But in other 
cases, there was a presupposition that the way in which people 
visualize their national reality determines, at least in part, how they 
will act with respect to it. 

 

Fig. 1        Fig. 2 
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Fig.3          Fig.4 
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